
 
 
News Release 
 
 

V&A Gallery opens today at Design Society in Shekou, 
Shenzhen, as part of a unique international collaboration  
 
2 December – A unique partnership between a major UK national museum and a Chinese state-
owned company has come to fruition, with the opening of Design Society, including the V&A Gallery, 
in the vibrant and fast-moving design city of Shenzhen, China.  
 
Design Society in Shekou, Shenzhen, is a new cultural hub dedicated to design that features the 
V&A’s first international gallery, alongside several other exhibitions and cultural spaces. Its launch 
marks a major milestone for the pioneering international collaboration between China Merchants 
Shekou Holdings (CMSK) and the Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) in London. 
 
The V&A Gallery opens with the site-specific exhibition, ‘Values of Design’, designed by the Sam 
Jacob Studio, featuring over 250 objects from the V&A’s collections. It is located inside the Sea 
World Culture and Arts Center (SWCAC), a new purpose-built cultural destination operated by 
Design Society and designed by renowned Japanese architecture firm Maki & Associates. Design 
Society aims to connect China to the world through its collaborative work, and will explore how 
design, society, industry and everyday life interconnect.  
 
The collaboration is the first of its kind between an international museum and a Chinese partner, 
and is the latest and most ambitious initiative to result from the V&A’s long-standing relationship 
with China. As part of the partnership the V&A has given professional advice, consultancy and 
provided training to help establish Design Society as a new cultural platform. It has developed the 
V&A Gallery and the exhibition ‘Values of Design’, and has committed to feature two touring 
exhibitions from the V&A at Design Society in the next few years. 
 
In developing the exhibition ‘Values of Design’, the V&A has expanded its collection to reflect this 
dialogue with the wider design world, adding forty-five new objects over two years. One such piece 
is the version of WeChat (Weixin), the most widely used social platform in China, displayed in ‘Values 
of Design’. The addition of WeChat, announced in September 2017 and complemented by a display 
in South Kensington, makes the V&A the world's first museum to collect a social media application. 
Other key acquisitions, developed in Shenzhen, include a Phantom drone from DJI, a company which 
has revolutionized UAV-technology by making it affordable and easy-to-use, and the Seeeduino 
Microcontroller by Seeed Studio, who have become a key advocate for maker culture in China. 
 
Shenzhen and the Pearl River Delta is one of the fastest growing design and technology hubs in the 
world. The V&A has been embedded in Shenzhen for the past three years as part of an international 
knowledge exchange programme. Since the project was initiated in 2014, the V&A, in close 
collaboration with Design Society team, has been working extensively to build a local network and 
engage with creative practices, museum professionals, educators and the wider local community to 
ensure the collaboration would be unique, significant and responsive to its context. V&A and Design 



Society staff have worked with university design schools, local and international schools, 
makerspaces, museums and designer studios in Shenzhen as well as in other cities such as 
Guangzhou, Shantou, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Beijing, interviewing key players and taking part in 
classes and workshops. Since 2014, the V&A, together with Design Society has collaborated with 
approximately 25 local and international schools, eight university design schools, ten maker spaces 
and many more of Shenzhen’s designers, studios and community groups. 
 
As part of the research activity in the region, the V&A presented the exhibition ‘Unidentified Acts of 
Design’ at the Hong Kong-Shenzhen Bi-city Biennale (UABB) in 2015 and the exhibition was featured 
at the V&A as part of London Design Festival in 2016. The V&A and Design Society teams hosted the 
first maker in residence in Shenzhen as part of Design Society pre-opening activities and the British 
Council’s ‘Hello Shenzhen” project in March and October 2017. Training has been provided to 140 
volunteers from Shenzhen University and the broader community recruited to support the public 
programme at Design Society during and after the opening.  
 
Tim Reeve, Deputy Director of the V&A, said “We are extremely proud to celebrate the opening of 
the new V&A Gallery with its first exhibition ‘Values of Design’ at Design Society today. Our role as 
founding partner of Design Society marks an important milestone for the V&A’s history of 
international engagement, as well as the design community of Shenzhen, with this the most 
significant international collaboration in our history. The UK’s creative industries continue to be one 
of Britain’s greatest and most enduring achievements, and we are delighted to be sharing our 165 
years of experience and expertise with the wider design world. Our inaugural exhibition is the result 
of three years of extensive research and cross-cultural dialogue between the V&A team, Design 
Society team and academic, museum and creative professionals in China. The V&A has a long history 
of working with China and we will continue to explore future creative collaborations, with local 
relevance and always aiming to inspire and engage new audiences with the world of design.” 
 
 
Luisa Elena Mengoni, Head of the V&A Gallery at Design Society, said “Over the last three years, we 
have been thrilled to expand and strengthen our network in the city and engage with the local 
community, gaining valuable knowledge and expert advice, widening our experience in China and 
fostering an inspiring dialogue about design, museum practices and learning approaches. Practice-
based research and experimentation conducted by our Learning Manager Sarah Green in close 
collaboration with DS Learning team have provided a strong foundation for the development of the 
V&A Gallery’s exhibition and public programme, as well as for innovative learning opportunities and 
interventions that will continue to be tested and developed in the future.” 
 
Ole Bouman, Director of Design Society, said “After three years of close collaboration, the moment 
of unveiling to the public has come. We are very proud to offer our audiences a slice of the vast 
design collection of the V&A to help people understand the power and value of design. We can even 
be prouder that this is embedded in the Shenzhen context. We look back to a collaboration that 
brings fresh ideas, new acquisitions, expanded networks and site specific narratives for Design 
Society and the V&A. This will be a catalyst for Design Society's role to elevate creative industries 
and help the public in China to learn, appreciate and enjoy design.” 
 
 

- ENDS - 
Notes to Editors 
 
For further press information about the V&A Gallery at Design Society please contact SUTTON PR, 
Fay Pang, fay@suttonpr.com, +852 2528 0792 

http://creativeconomy.britishcouncil.org/projects/hello-shenzhen/
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For further information about the V&A please contact the V&A Press Office on press@vam.ac.uk or 
+44 (0)20 7942 2502 
 

For further press information about Design Society, please contact: 
Gu Ling, Head of Communication at Design Society | CMSK  
E guling@cmhk.com | T +86-0755-21615627 | M +86-13916723974 
SUTTON Hong Kong 
E designsociety@suttonpr.com | T +852 25280792 
 

A selection of press images are available to download free of charge from pressimages.vam.ac.uk  
 
Design Society Visitor Information: 
Opening Hours: Monday to Sunday 10:00 - 21:00, last admission at 20:30 
Ticketing: Tickets will be available at Design Society. 
 
About the V&A 
The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) in London is the world’s leading museum of art, design and 
performance with collections unrivalled in their scope and diversity. It was established to make 
works of art available to all and to inspire British designers and manufacturers. Today, the V&A’s 
collections, which span over 5,000 years of human creativity in virtually every medium and from 
many parts of the world, continue to intrigue, inspire and inform.  
 
About the V&A and Design Society  
The V&A is the founding partner of the not-for-profit Design Society Foundation. This pioneering 
collaboration between CMSK and the V&A is the first of its kind between a Chinese partner and an 
international museum. The collaboration comprises the provision of professional advice and 
training; the concept, development and design of a V&A Gallery devoted to international design with 
the site-specific exhibition, Values of Design; and in addition the presentation of two major touring 
V&A exhibitions. 
 
www.vam.ac.uk 
 
About Design Society 
Design Society is a new cultural platform that generates a diverse public programme with the 
mission to activate design as a social catalyst. Design Society adheres to the pioneering spirit of 
Shekou and Shenzhen in creating a unique cultural experience and in programming a public space 
dedicated to design. It shows and tells the power of design through major exhibitions about the 
past, present and future of design, through curated galleries, shopping experiences and multi-
faceted events. Entrepreneurial activities support and leverage the not-for-profit programme in 
order to build an innovative and sustainable new institution. Design Society is an open and 
collaborative platform, fostering synergies, connecting China and the world, and empowering the 
inter-connectivity between design and society, design and everyday life, and design and industry. 
Design Society will test new ideas, incubate new talents and explore new opportunities for creative 
industries. The encouragement of creative dialogues and collaborations aims to design a better 
society. Design Society and the Sea World Culture and Arts Center welcome collaborations openly. 
 
designsociety.cn 
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About CMSK 
Design Society is founded by China Merchants Shekou (CMSK), a company engaged in 
comprehensive urban development under the century-old China Merchants Group. CMSK created 
this platform to connect creative partners from China and overseas, to advocate for innovation in 
making and creating, and to strengthen communication and ambition across multiple industries and 
disciplines. 
 
About Maki and Associates  
Maki and Associates was established in 1965 by Fumihiko Maki, upon his return from a 10-year 
period of study, teaching, and practice in the United States. The office has been based in Tokyo 
throughout its 51-year history, and is currently staffed by 45 architects, urban designers, and 
administrative personnel. This size has been purposefully limited to enable Maki of maintaining a 
close working relationship with each firm member, and daily involvements with each project. This 
unique structure has allowed the office to tackle larger scale, complex projects without sacrificing 
the attention to quality and detail that has been the basis of the firm’s work throughout its long 
history. 
 
Follow & Contact us 
Website: designsociety.cn  
Email: info@designsociety.cn  

WeChat: 设计互联DesignSociety  

Weibo: 设计互联DesignSociety  

Instagram: Design.Society 
 

 


